




Data Lake regroup various sources of data:

To generate smart data.
To anticipate predictive maintenance-improve reliability.
To optimize cooling and heating process streams.

To enhance team’s capabilities.

Big Data Analytics:

Automatically updating the structured / Smart Data.

Make your own  taylor-made dashboard for better  monitoring.
Find the most relevant parameters that optimize your targets.
Find unexpected solutions.
Same time-improve your investigations.
Create information platforms for facility managers
and sustainability leaders.
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AI-BDA Improve your Decision making process:

We leverage state of the art machine learning techniques and develop online tools
for data-driven decision making across industries.

Applications include:

Business market forecasting,
Customer segmentation,
Recommendation engine,
Supply chain management,
Logistic optimization,
Predictive estimation for maintenance and repair,
Manufacturing process optimization,
Revenue forecasting.



Supply Chain Management:

We create the most reliable Supply Chain and operational processes by understanding your
business complexity and the intrinsic nature of its variation.

Applications across the Supply Chain:

Demand Management.
Demand Analyssis & Forecasting.
Procurement Planning.
Material Requirement Planning.
Master Production Scheduling.
Vendor Manage Inventory (VMI).
Warehousing & Logistics.



AI-BDA industrial experiences:

Manufacturing Oil & Gas

Utilities Banking

Healthcare Retail

Telecommunications Smart Cities

Transportation Security and Defense

Increase throughput,
supply chain

services revenue

Improve uptime,
increase production
output, mitigate risk,
and optimize processes

Improve asset health
and increase
customer engagement

Improve operational

customer engagement,
and mitigate risk

Improve health
outcomes, reduce
care costs, and
improve patient
experience

Transform shpper
experience and supply
chain capabilities

Improve public services
and safety

Improve customer mix
and reduce operating
costs

management and 
customer service

Increase aircraft
availability, reduce
operational costs,
and improve asset life
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